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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose a desktop-as-a-service 

system that can be used on a campus to enable full 

utilization of powerful hardware and software resources. 

Our proposed system comprises Microsoft’s terminal 

services and a dispatcher. The dispatcher provides a 

single portal and coordinates with different terminal 

services as part of the overall desktop-as-a-service system. 

When a client issues a request, the dispatcher uses a 

fuzzy decision algorithm to balance the load between 

terminal services. The fuzzy decision algorithm 

comprises three steps, namely, fuzzification, rule 

evaluation, and defuzzification. Based on these steps, the 

final crisp values can be calculated. As such, the terminal 

service with the highest crisp value is the most 

appropriate for serving the given client request. Our 

experimental results show that our fuzzy decision 

algorithm successfully achieves the highest possible 

performance. 

Keywords: Fuzzy decision, Load balance, Cloud 

Terminal services 

1 Introduction 

The concept of a cloud system emphasizes that 

anyone, anywhere, can use any tools to connect to the 

Internet, obtaining the same services and achieving the 

same results. Based on this concept, we build a cloud 

system that can provide users with legally licensed 

software without installing it on their own computer. 

To accomplish this, we built a cloud system based on 

Microsoft’s terminal service [1-2]. In our system, we 

install legally licensed software in the terminal server. 

Next, users can use the client software of our terminal 

service to connect to the cloud-based terminal service 

system and use legally licensed software [3]. 

Given that resources of one terminal server (i.e., 

CPU, memory, network, etc.) are shared, if multiple 

users connect to the same terminal server, they 

compete for these resources [4]. Moreover, a single 

terminal server has a limited number of connections. If 

the given resources are exhausted, a new user cannot 

be served by the given terminal server. To overcome 

this problem, we must build terminal servers to provide 

services to more and more users; however, when the 

cloud system comprises several terminal servers, 

effectively dispatching user requests to the most 

appropriate terminal server immediately becomes a 

crucial issue [5].  

The first solution for handling multiple terminal 

servers is to create multiple individual portals that the 

user can choose from regardless of the current load of 

each terminal server. This method is simple, but it does 

not provide any measure of load balancing. The second 

solution here is to use a dispatcher as the portal [6]. 

Requests from users are connected to this single 

dispatcher. The dispatcher then uses a load-balancing 

algorithm to select the most appropriate terminal server, 

providing this information to the user such that the user 

can connect to the terminal server with least load. 

Several load-balancing algorithms can be adopted in 

our desktop-as-a-service system [7-8]. The simplest 

algorithms are random and round-robin algorithms. 

The random algorithm chooses the most appropriate 

target simply by random, which does not consider any 

load information regarding the terminal servers. The 

round-robin algorithm chooses each terminal server in 

turn, which also does not consider load information 

regarding the terminal servers. 

The least connection algorithm chooses the most 

appropriate terminal server according to the current 

number of established connections. If one terminal 

server has fewer users than all others, this terminal 

server will be the most appropriate one to serve the 

user. This algorithm can balance load in some 

situations, but the least connection algorithm still does 

not consider other factors of the terminal servers. If 

one user connects to a terminal server and runs a CPU-

bound multimedia application, the CPU load and 

memory usage will be substantially higher than others, 

but the connection will still count as one connection. 

To avoid this problem, we propose incorporating 

additional features in making the dispatcher decision 
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[9]. The features we choose here are CPU idle 

percentage, available memory, available bandwidth, 

and available number of connections [10]. Based on 

these four features, we use fuzzy decision to calculate 

the final crisp value [11-13]. Our fuzzy decision 

algorithm consists of three steps, namely fuzzification, 

rule evaluation, and defuzzification. We use the four 

features noted above as input parameters, then we 

normalize these four features. We define four 

membership functions for each parameter by which 

membership function values can be obtained. We then 

pass these membership function values into the rule 

base for rule evaluation. Results of rule evaluation 

consist of four decision values. Finally, we use these 

four decision values to calculate the final crisp values. 

The terminal server with the highest crisp value is then 

deemed the most appropriate one to serve that user at 

that given time. 

In addition to this introduction, our paper is 

organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our 

desktop-as-a-service system. In Section 3, we describe 

traditional load-balancing algorithms. In Section 4, we 

introduce the features selected in this paper, then in 

Section 5, we describe our proposed fuzzy decision 

algorithm. In Section 6, we describe our experimental 

environments and results. Finally, in Section 7, we 

provide conclusions and directions for future work. 

2 Desktop-as-a-service System 

There are many kinds of cloud services available. 

One such cloud service provides users with software, 

i.e., users do not need to install software and instead 

connect to a cloud service system and execute any pre-

installed software on the cloud. Such software includes 

the Microsoft Office series, the Virtual Studio series, 

Adobe Creative Suite, and so on. Some of these 

software packages are limited in terms of the number 

of licensed users, thus we cannot provide everyone a 

copy of the software. Instead, we install the software in 

a cloud system, and users who wish to use the software 

can connect to this cloud system.  

To implement this kind of cloud system, we adopt 

Microsoft’s terminal service, which provides users a 

means of establishing a connection to the terminal 

service via the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [2]. 

When a user connects to the terminal service, all 

programs the user executes are on the terminal service 

site. The user site merely shows the desktop screen. 

The CPU and memory are provided by the terminal 

service. In RDP, even the user machine is poor 

specification, the user also can execute high-resource 

applications, such as multimedia applications. The 

architecture of this terminal service is shown in Figure 

1. 

 

Figure 1. Terminal service architecture 

3 Traditional Load-Balancing Algorithms 

It is difficult to use one terminal service to support 

many users. We therefore propose building multiple 

terminal services that coordinate with one another, thus 

forming a cluster. In this cluster, we also require a 

load-balancing algorithm that balances load between 

each of the terminal services. Figure 2 shows the 

general architecture of our load-balancing system. 

 

Figure 2. Dispatcher-based load-balancing architecture 

Traditional load-balancing algorithms include the 

random, round-robin, and least connection algorithms. 

In the random algorithm, the dispatcher randomly 

chooses a terminal service and transmits its domain 

name or IP address to the requesting user. The user 

then establishes a connection to the given terminal 

service. In the round-robin algorithm, the dispatcher 

chooses each terminal service in turn, i.e., the first user 

is served by the first terminal service, the second user 

is served by the second terminal service, and so on. 

Both the random and round-robin algorithms do not 

consider any load information of the terminal services, 

thus the entire system cannot evenly share the load. 

Nonetheless, these two algorithms are easy to 

implement. 

The third traditional load-balancing algorithm we 

introduce here is the least connection algorithm. In this 

algorithm, the dispatcher must keep track of the 

number of connections at each of the terminal services. 

When a new user issues a request, the dispatcher 

chooses the terminal service with the lowest number of 
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connections. Although this algorithm considers the 

number of connections, this algorithm does not 

consider other important factors that influence the 

overall performance of the system. For example, if one 

user connects to a terminal service and executes a 

three-dimensional multimedia application, the 

allocated resources, including CPU and memory, will 

be exhausted by this single user, even though the 

number of connections to this terminal service may be 

the lowest. 

In our proposed fuzzy decision load-balancing 

algorithm, we first identify the features. Next, based on 

these features, we execute the three steps of the fuzzy 

decision algorithm, namely fuzzification, rule 

evaluation, and defuzzification. Finally, the resulting 

crisp values are used to decide which terminal service 

is most appropriate for the given user request. 

4 Feature Selection 

Some studies have described how CPU load and the 

number of user connections impact overall system 

performance [14]. Further, some studies used CPU 

load, memory size, and I/O throughput characteristics 

to measure server capacity [15-16]; cloud computing 

also requires the inclusion of network utilization and 

the number of current connections [17-18]. Therefore, 

we selected four factors of CPU idle percentage, 

memory available, bandwidth usage and the number of 

current connections as features in our fuzzy decision 

algorithm. Using Microsoft’s terminal service, we 

implemented the four functions shown in Figure 3 to 

Figure 6 to calculate the four feature values. 

 

Figure 3. Function to retrieve CPU idle percentage 

 

Figure 4. Function to retrieve available memory 

 

Figure 5. Function to retrieve bandwidth usage 

 

Figure 6. Function to retrieve the number of 

connections 

5 Fuzzy Decision Load-Balancing Algorithm 

In this section, we describe our fuzzy decision load-

balancing algorithm. After we select the features, the 

decision-making is determined via fuzzy logic. Here, 

fuzzy logic consists of three steps, i.e., fuzzification, 

rule evaluation, and defuzzification. The processes that 

comprise our fuzzy decision algorithm are shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. The processes comprising our fuzzy decision 

load-balancing algorithm 

As noted above, we selected four features as specific 

input parameters. After the fuzzification step, we 

obtain eight membership function values based on 

corresponding membership functions. The number of 

combinations of these eight values is 16, and the four 

fuzzy decision values are obtained based on the fuzzy 

rule base. After the defuzzification step, the final crisp 

values are obtained. The fuzzy logic mechanism is 

shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Steps of the fuzzy logic process 

5.1 Fuzzification 

Fuzzification is the process of converting input 

parameters into relevant fuzzy membership values 

according to corresponding membership functions. For 

each feature, we define two membership functions. 

These two membership functions are the high and low 

membership functions. For each feature, we therefore 

obtain two membership values. 

The four features selected are CPU idle percentage 

(CPU), available memory (MEM), available bandwidth 

(BWD) and available connection number (CON). Two 

membership functions are defined for each feature. 

They are HCPU and LCPU for the feature CPU, 

HMEM and LMEM for the feature MEM, HBWD and 

LBWD for the BWD and HCON and LCON for the 

feature CON. These membership functions are defined 

as per equations (1) and (2) and are shown in figures 

Figure 9 to Figure 12. 

 ( ) ,f x x=     0 1for x≤ ≤   (1) 

 ( ) 1 ,f x x= −     0 1for x≤ ≤   (2) 

 

Figure 9. Membership functions of HCPU and LCPU 

 

Figure 10. Membership functions of HMEM and 

LMEM 

 

Figure 11. Membership functions of HBWD and 

LBWD 

 

Figure 12. Membership functions of HCON and 

LCON 

5.2 Rule Evaluation 

The main purpose behind rule evaluation is to apply 

membership function values to the rule base to obtain 

resulting rule evaluation values. Table 1 shows the rule 

base in which influence rules are illustrated. In the 

table, Y, PY, PN, and N indicate Yes, Probably Yes, 

Probably No, and No, respectively, all four of these 

corresponding to membership function values of the 

four features. Rule evaluation values can be assigned 

minimum, maximum, or average values for the 

membership functions of the rules. 
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Table 1. Fuzzy rule base 

CPU MEM BWD CON Rule Evaluation

HCPU HMEM HBWD HCON Y 

HCPU HMEM HBWD LCON Y 

HCPU HMEM LBWD HCON Y 

HCPU HMEM LBWD LCON PY 

HCPU LMEM HBWD HCON Y 

HCPU LMEM HBWD LCON PY 

HCPU LMEM LBWD HCON PY 

HCPU LMEM LBWD LCON PN 

LCPU HMEM HBWD HCON PY 

LCPU HMEM HBWD LCON PN 

LCPU HMEM LBWD HCON PN 

LCPU HMEM LBWD LCON PN 

LCPU LMEM HBWD HCON PN 

LCPU LMEM HBWD LCON N 

LCPU LMEM LBWD HCON N 

LCPU LMEM LBWD LCON N 

 

Since each factor has two membership functions, we 

have 16 possible combinations. Each rule evaluation 

value in Table 1 has a decision from among Y, PY, PN, 

and N. The fuzzy values are used to evaluate rules for 

obtaining Fuzzy Decision Values (FDVs) by assigning 

the average value of the degree of membership of the 

rules. In this way, the decision and the corresponding 

FDV can be precisely determined. 

5.3 Defuzzification 

In the defuzzification step, we assign a set of 

weighted values to the four decision values (i.e., Y, PY, 

PN, and N). Each value represents a different set of 

weights. Therefore, the Crisp Value (CV) can be 

determined based on the weighted values and the 

degrees of the fuzzy decision values. The CV is 

calculated as 

 
( ) ( )

( )

i

i

FD i w i
CV

w i

∑ ×
=

∑
 (3) 

where FD(i) is the fuzzy decision value of FD(Y), 

FD(PY), FD(PN), and FD(N) and w(i) is the weighted 

values of the four fuzzy decision values. Each terminal 

server calculates its own CV. The load-balancing 

algorithm then uses the CVs to determine which 

terminal server is the most appropriate one to serve 

client requests. More specifically, the terminal server 

with the highest CV is the selected one such that the 

entire desktop-as-a-service system can achieve the 

highest level of efficiency. 

6 Experimental Environment and Results 

In this paper, we proposed a fuzzy decision-based 

load-balancing algorithm for our desktop-as-a-service 

system. We present our experimental environment and 

results in this section. Performance comparisons are 

also described. 

6.1 Experimental Environment 

The load-balanced desktop-as-a-service system 

consists of three key components, namely clients, 

terminal servers, and a dispatcher. In our experimental 

environment, we implemented eight terminal servers 

and one dispatcher. These eight terminal servers have 

the same hardware specifications, which are 

summarized in Table 2; specifications for the 

dispatcher are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 2. Specifications of the terminal servers 

 Number Specification 

CPU 8 Intel Xeon E5530 2.4GHz 

Memory 48GB DDR3 1333MHz 

Network Adapter 1 Broadcom BCM5709S 

NetXtreme II Gigabit Ethernet 

Operating System 1 Windows Server 2008 R2 

Terminal Service 200 Terminal Service Licenses 

Table 3. Specification of the dispatcher 

 Number Specification 

CPU 2 Intel Xeon CPU 3.06GHz  

Memory 2GB DDR2 

Network Adapter 1 Broadcom 5703 10/100/1000 

Operating System 1 FreeBSD 8.0 

Software 1 

Apache/2.2.14 

PHP/5.2.12 

MySQL/5.0.90 

 

The processes involved in our load-balanced 

desktop-as-a-service system are described below and 

illustrated in Figure 13. First, the client uses a Web 

browser to connect to our desktop-as-a-service system, 

i.e., to the dispatcher. After the client account and 

password are authenticated, the dispatcher issues 

requests to the terminal services to obtain current load 

information. When the dispatcher collects all four 

features from each of the terminal services, the fuzzy 

decision algorithm is used to calculate crisp values for 

each terminal services. The terminal service with the 

highest crisp value is then selected. Next, the 

dispatcher dynamically generates and sends an RDP 

file to the client; the RDP file contains the IP address 

or domain name of the selected terminal service. The 

client then uses this RDP file to connect. 

 

Figure 13. The process of connecting to our desktop-

as-a-service system 
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6.2 Experimental Results 

For the dispatcher, we used the Apache webserver 

and PHP to implement user authentication, collecting 

load information, fuzzy decision-making, and RDP file 

generation. The actual implementation for how to 

generate the RDP file using PHP is shown in Figure 14; 

how the client can access the RDP file is shown in 

Figure 15. 

 

Figure 14. The PHP code to generate the RDP file 

 

Figure 15. How the client is able to access the 

dynamically generated RDP file 

6.3 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of 

different load-balancing algorithms. For this evaluation, 

we implemented the following load-balancing 

algorithms: Random Choice (RC); Round-Robin (RR); 

Least Connection (LC); and our proposed Fuzzy 

Decision (FD) algorithm. In Figure 16, when the 

current number of connections in the experimental 

desktop-as-a-service system increased from zero to 

1400 connections, the average response time for a new 

client also increased; however, when we used different 

load-balancing algorithms, our fuzzy decision 

algorithm had shorter response times than all other 

algorithms, indicating that if the load-balancing 

algorithm can evenly dispatch client requests to 

terminal services according to current load information, 

the entire system can indeed achieve higher 

performance. 

 

Figure 16. Performance evaluations for the four 

comparative algorithms 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a desktop-as-a-service 

system that can provide a platform for students. This 

system is consisting of several terminal services, and to 

efficiently share the load across all terminal services, 

we developed a load-balancing mechanism. There are 

several existing load-balancing algorithms, but none of 

them evenly dispatches client requests to the most 

appropriate terminal service. We showed that our 

proposed fuzzy decision algorithm is able to solve this 

issue. 

Our fuzzy decision algorithm uses fuzzification, rule 

evaluation, and defuzzification as the three key steps to 

obtaining a final crisp value for each terminal service. 

The terminal service with the highest crisp value is 

then deemed the most appropriate one to serve the 

current client’s request. Our experimental results show 

that our proposed fuzzy decision algorithm is able to 

achieve the lowest response times in comparison with 

other load-balancing algorithms. 
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